
The AUTOPET

By a person who does engineering



Introduction

My grandfather has to bend down when he pets the dogs. 
So we should make a hand that can pet 

the dogs for him. The number one thing we need to do is 
make the dogs like the Autopet.

 



hypothesis

We will have to do multiple tests because 
the dogs might not like the material of 
the rubber glove. We might have to make 
improvements .The hypothesis is that the 
dogs will probably not like the glove. 

Heater on the glove



problem
  The problem is the dogs like to lay on their back for long periods of time causing 
my grandfather back pain when he reaches over to pet them. So creating the autopet 
will save his back.



Background Research

What is the value of petting a dog?

                                  Vetstreet says “Touch between a human and a dog can have 
therapeutic benefits for both species. In humans, petting a dog can trigger the 
release of the bonding hormone oxytocin. Feeling that fur can also lower your 
heart rate and blood pressure. Touch also serves to soothe a mildly upset or 
anxious canine”



Requirements
1.) Add cotton balls to glove, also use rice if needed  and tape the glove 
shut

2.) Tape the pole to the hand

3.) Make sure that everything is in there and attached well

4.) If needed we will put the heater on the outside of the glove, maybe 
several depending on how big the glove is.  

(all of these items are not very expensive)

  

Tape and pole

Glove with cotton 
inside



Solution Refinement
I decided to use polyfill but discovered if I used only that it became to stiff and did not feel like a natural 
hand.  And rice made the hand squishy and not very hard  so i decided to mix them together and it made  
natural hand



Prototype Design
I decided to use a heater in the second design but that did not work out because every time i petted a dog it 
did not make a difference and it kept falling off so i decided to stick with design no.1.



Test and Redesign

Originally I planned to fill the entire glove with rice but that would have been to heavy to use and probably 
less comfortable for the dogs. So next I decided to use polyfill but discovered if I used only that it became 
to stiff and did not feel like a natural hand.  In the end I decided to to do a combination of the rice and 
polyfill. Three of my four dogs seemed to enjoy being pet with the Autopet. The fourth was too playful and 
just wanted to playfully bite the glove.  My grandfather was able to pet the dogs for a longer period of 
time.  Usually he will start to complain because the dogs lay on the ground, while he is on his chair, 
requiring him to lean over to pet them.  He said he is excited to use my invention in the future to keep him 
from back pain while petting the dogs he loves.



Results

Heater

 All family members can use it without bending over. Now that
Testing is complete it gets used on a daily basis in my
house, especially
by my grandfather.
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